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General Comment

Comment by Robert J. Budnitz, arising from the NRC public meeting on 30 January 2014 on the "draft white
paper of a conceptual example of a proposed risk management regulatory framework policy statement"
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COMMENT
One slide 16 of Mary Drouin's presentation of 30 January 2014 is the following:

L1 Elements to support regulatory risk-informed performance-based decisionmaking process across all NRC-
regulated activities
L1 Establishing what is an acceptable level of risk (e.g., safety goals)
11 Deciding how risk should be measured (e.g., quantitative or qualitative)
U Establishing acceptable methods to determine risk (e.g., analytical tools)
L Determining how risk can be monitored (e.g., performance monitoring)
L Establishing risk-informed decisionmaking process (e.g., including how to treat uncertainties, deterministic
considerations) - 99.-,/-l' -- '?
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I wish to comment on the fourth of the subsidiary bullets in this list: Determining how risk can be monitored
(e.g., performance monitoring).

I wish to focus here specifically on that part of the LWR risk that arises from very large earthquakes, namely
earthquakes much larger than the design basis. I begin by observing that essentially all of the "risk" of core-
damage from earthquakes, as determined in our numerous LWR seismic PRAs, arises from seismic failures of
SSCs for motions significantly in excess of the seismic design basis. The acceptability of this "CDF risk"
depends on the fact, which is generally true, that all of the SSCs important to seismic safety have very large
margins above the seismic design basis. [For simplicity, I will call the "seismic design basis" the "SSE" here,
for "safe shutdown earthquake.". This is too simple but it is adequate for my purposes here.]

To explain my concern, I will discuss a stylized example. Let's examine a typical LWR RHR heat exchanger
whose seismic capacity is such that even a modest low-probability of incipient failure would occur only for
earthquakes at two or more times the SSE, and for which really important probabilities of failure do not occur
until perhaps three or more times the SSE earthquake motion. I also suppose that for this LWR the failure of this
heat exchanger, at motions 3-4 times the SSE or more, is the "dominant" contributor, or one of them, to the
seismic CDF risk at this plant.

Now I will point out the regulatory challenge: Let us suppose that the current "seismic risk profile" of this plant,
as analyzed in the plant-specific seismic PRA, is judged to be "acceptable" by the NRC in terms of CDF and
LERF. Let us suppose that this conclusion depends on the heat exchanger's having the large seismic capacity I
pointed out just above. That is, if that heat exchanger showed a high likelihood of failure at "only" 1.3 times the
SSE earthquake motion, the judgment would be made that the "seismic risk profile" would be inadequate. Also
notice that in my example, for earthquakes at the SSE size itself, the likelihood of this heat exchanger failing is
close to zero.

For this situation, "monitoring the risk" [words taken from the bullet on your slide 16, above] requires that the
NRC develop and implement some method (through inspection, etc.) to differentiate between a heat exchanger
that shows incipient failures due to earthquakes "only" 1.3 times the SSE and a heat exchanger for which it
takes at least 2 or 3 times the SSE or more to cause incipient seismic failure. There is no other way to "monitor
the seismic risk" for this LWR without differentiating in this way.

Today, I believe that there is no technical basis to support an NRC inspection protocol that could differentiate
between these two cases. I certainly know that the NRC has no such inspection protocols in place now. To
implement something like this will require research (that is, developing new knowledge) to support the NRC
inspectorate's work. Developing this is, of course, the appropriate role of the NRC Office of Research.

This is a simple stylized example of an entire area where, to "monitor risk," the NRC needs technical
approaches as well as figures-of-merit that it does not now possess.

My bottom-line comment here is that if the NRC is serious about developing and implementing policies that use
"risk" as a figure of merit, and that rely on "monitoring the risk" to assure compliance, then especially for the
rare external hazards there is a huge technical gap. As I see it, a heck of a lot of research will be necessary
before an approach to "monitoring risk" that "works" for the NRC and that relies on this new philosophy can be
put in place. This will task some time and will cost some money for RES to carry out the research and for NRR
to implement it. There needs to be a recognition of this in your statement of considerations to support any new
policy statement..
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